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Intermediate Frequency Atmospheric Disturbances: A Dynamical Bridge Connecting western U.S. Extreme Precipitation with East Asian Cold Surges in linking atmospheric weather extremes

Tianyu Jiang and Kate Evans
Computational Earth Sciences Group members Tianyu Jiang and Kate Evans published the paper "Intermediate Frequency Atmospheric Disturbances: A Dynamical Bridge Connecting western U.S. Extreme Precipitation with East Asian Cold Surges in linking atmospheric weather extremes" in J. Geophysical Research: Atmospheres with collaborators at Georgia Tech and the University of North Dakota describing the improvement by global high-resolution climate models run on ORNL's Titan supercomputer in capturing the extreme weather events. The paper shows that by diagnosing observational data, over 80% of the extreme precipitation events over West Cost of the U.S. are associated with the landfall of atmospheric rivers (ARs), and the highresolution model is able to reproduce this effect. The paper also illustrates how the East Asian cold air outbreaks influence the high-impact precipitation over the West Coast through the modulation of ARs, and that, unlike the lower resolution model, the high-resolution model correctly attributes the scale-interaction of the large scale atmospheric flow. Overall, this study provides an important scientific basis for extended forecasts, and demonstrates the need of global high-resolution models in analyzing climate prediction of variability and extremes.
Understanding the origin of high-rate intercalation pseudocapacitance in Nb2O5 crystals (Journal of Materials Chemistry A)
Andrew A. Lubimtsev, Paul R. C. Kent, Bobby G. Sumpter and P. Ganesh In an article published in the Journal of Materials Chemistry A, a team of ORNL researchers has developed a new insight that provides guidance for improving the performance of dense energy storage systems such as supercapacitors.
Pseudocapacitors aim to maintain the high power density of supercapacitors while increasing the energy density towards those of energy dense storage systems such as lithium ion batteries. Recently discovered intercalation pseudocapacitors (e.g. Nb2O5) are particularly interesting because their performance is seemingly not limited by surface reactions or structures, but instead determined by the bulk crystalline structure of the material. We study ordered polymorphs of Nb2O5 and detail the mechanism for the intrinsic high rates and energy density observed for this class of materials. We find that the intercalating atom (lithium) forms a solid solution adsorbing at specific sites in a network of quasi-2D NbOx faces with x = {1.3, 1.67, or 2}, donating electrons locally to its neighboring atoms, reducing niobium. Open channels in the structure have low diffusion barriers for ions to migrate between these sites (Eb 0.28-0.44 eV) comparable to highperformance solid electrolytes. Using a combination of complementary theoretical methods we rationalize this effect in LixNb2O5 for a wide range of compositions (x) and at finite temperatures. Multiple adsorption sites per unit-cell with similar adsorption energies and local charge transfer result in high capacity and energy density, while the interconnected open channels lead to low cost diffusion pathways between these sites, resulting in high power density. The nano-porous structure exhibiting local chemistry in a crystalline framework is the origin of highrate pseudocapacitance in this new class of intercalation pseudocapacitor materials. This new insight provides guidance for improving the performance of this family of materials.
Detection and Localization Algorithms for Networks of Radiation Detectors
Nageswara Rao
Challenges of Large-Scale Network Radiation Detection Algorithms: A network of detectors is a high-dimensional, non-linear, distributed system with a dynamic structure, wherein different detectors move in and out of sources proximities. Moreover, the detection and localization algorithms are driven by random radiation spectral counts that follow the high variance Poisson distribution. The performance optimization of the network-algorithms requires the ability to adapt not only to the dynamic structure and random measurements, but also to the background levels vary across the network.
CSMD Projects and Contributions: Over the past decade, a series of projects have been funded at CSMD by the Office of Naval Research (ONR), Department of Energy ASCR, Domestic Nuclear Detection Office (DNDO) and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in the area of network detection algorithms. The results from these projects led to a confluence of analytical results, efficient algorithms and test measurements that together meet several of the challenges of large-scale radiation detection networks. ORNL has developed a foundational theory (DOE Applied Mathematics Project) and experimental methods (ONR and DNDO projects) that overcome the limitations of current network fusion algorithms by using a novel network fusion approach, which leads to robust, dynamically optimizing detection and localization algorithms. The largescale of DARPA Sigma project scenarios require further developments to handle the data volumes that stress the networks and algorithms, and large physical footprints that require judicious selection of subsets of data to be combined.
Our detection approach is novel and somewhat counterintuitive: strategically-selected small subnets are applied to generate multiple source estimates, and their clusters are fused to yield a robust source estimate, which is then used to infer detection. The advantages of utilizing a network of detectors are illustrated in Figure 1 , wherein a network of 12 detectors is deployed on the perimeter in a DNDO test. In this case, the network detects the source for the entire time as it moves across the network, whereas the non-networked detectors lose track of it in the interior. The main reason is that the network is able to continually localize the source whereas single detectors do it within their close proximity. Thus, the crux of our approach is to first run the localization algorithm using measurements from a select subnet, and then to infer detection using an adaptive, sharpened Sequential Probability Ratio Test. In essence, our approach combines all three elements, namely, the mathematical results, efficient localization algorithms and test datasets.
Tools for Simulation and Benchmark Generation at Exascale
Mahesh Lagadapati (NCSU), Frank Mueller (NCSU), and Christian Engelmann (ORNL)
Experiments were performed on a Linux cluster with 1,728 processor cores on 108 compute nodes with QDR InfiniBand Interconnect using benchmarks generated from the NAS parallel benchmark suite. The execution times of both, the original application and the generated benchmarks, are similar for the discrete 3D fast Fourier transform (FT) benchmark with a maximum error of 10%. For the integer sort (IS) benchmark, the maximum error is 30% due to the replacement of MPI_Alltoallv() by MPI_Alltoall() within the tracing framework, which allows a more concise trace representation at the expense of accuracy. Running the original applications within the simulation, a maximum simulation error of 10% is observed due to the missing network contention modeling in xSim. For the generated benchmarks, a maximum simulation error of 15% is observed due to the compounding errors of the generated benchmarks and the simulation.
The path to exascale high-performance computing (HPC) poses several challenges related to power, performance, resilience, productivity, programmability, data movement, and data management. Investigating the performance of parallel applications at scale on future architectures and the performance impact of different architecture choices is an important component of HPC hardware/software co-design.
Simulations using models of future HPC systems and communication traces from applications running on existing HPC systems can offer an insight into the performance of future architectures. Instead of simply replaying a trace within a simulation, the approach is to generate a benchmark from it and to run this benchmark within a simulation using models to reflect the performance characteristics of future-generation HPC systems.
This provides a number of benefits, such as eliminating the data intensive trace replay and enabling simulations at different scales. Since the benchmark just performs Message Passing Interface (MPI) calls and emulates computation by putting the executing process to sleep, the execution of the benchmark within the simulation is also accelerated as process sleep operations simply advance the simulated clock and do not put the simulation to sleep.
Computer Science Research Group member Terry Jones co-authored a paper describing recent successes from a collaboration between ORNL, the IOFSL Project, and the Vampir Project. The paper describes how the collaboration successfully improved the scaling capabilities of programming development tools enabling tracing of up to 5 times more cores. Programming development tools are a vital component for understanding the behavior of parallel applications. Event tracing is a principal ingredient to these tools, but new and serious challenges place event tracing at risk on extreme-scale machines. As the quantity of captured events increases with concurrency, the additional data can overload the parallel file system and perturb the application being observed. In this work, the authors presented a solution for event tracing on extreme-scale machines by increasing the maximum traced application size by a factor of 5x to more than 200,000 processes.
Please click [HERE] to view the associated publication.
Large Data Movement over 40G Network Using the Common Communication Interface
Galen Shipman, Scott Atchley, Youngjae Kim, and Geoffroy Vallee
In the context of the project entitled "An Adaptive End-to-End Approach for Terabit Data Movement Optimization", funded by DOE ASCR, a team from ORNL has been developing and evaluating a communication substrate for wide-aera networking, named Common Communication Infrastructure, which includes the support for TCP and Infiniband communication. The team performed an evaluation of CCI using the 40Gb/s network available on DOE's ESNet ANI testbed. This evaluation shows that CCI enable an application throughput of 36Gb/s when using a pipeline of Remote Memory Access operations.
The OpenSHMEM Specification 1.0 was finalized in 2012. As the high-performance computing community moves toward exascale computers and beyond, issues related to scalability, higher degrees of concurrency, locality, thread safety, fault tolerance, and parallel I/O are becoming focus areas for revisions to the OpenSHMEM Specification. This paper describes a set of extensions to the current API as well as a vision for an "OpenSHMEM Next Generation" API with more aggressive goals. The rationale for the proposed extensions is highlighted and examined relative to lessons learned from other PGAS languages and communication libraries.
Please click [HERE] to view the associated publication. Eric Lingerfelt, Michael Smith, Mitch Ferren The website, isotopes.gov, has been certified as successfully passing the Burp Suite web application security scan by ORNL SAP Security personnel. The Burp Suite's state-ofthe-art vulnerability scanner utilizes advanced, feedbackdriven scan logic that delivers an extremely high rate of vulnerability detection with minimal false positives. The scan searches for a wide range of vulnerabilities including cross-site scripting (XSS), SQL injection, XML injection, OS injection, and SSL certification issues. Customized programming within the suite of web applications at isotopes.gov repelled and recorded thousands of attacks over the course of the scan. This programming has also been propagated to the website enhancements task of the Isotope Business Office Business Systems Upgrade (IBOBSU) project. We would like to acknowledge Mike Johnston in the ITSD Applications: Financial Management Group for executing the scan and reporting these results.
Isotopes.gov Passes ORNL Web Application Security Scan
This work is funded by the DOE Office of Nuclear Physics under the Isotope Development and Production for Research and Applications (IDPRA) program.
Bellerophon 1.3 Delivers Real-time Data Analysis and Visualization of Core-Collapse Supernova Simulations
ORNL Team Members: Eric Lingerfelt, Bronson Messer
Bellerophon is a software system developed to support CHIMERA, a production-level HPC application designed to simulate core-collapse supernova events. The system integrates multiple supercomputing resources with a dedicated web and data server which is accessible via a web-deliverable, cross-platform Java application. The 1.3 release of Bellerophon has delivered real-time collaborative data analysis and visualization capabilities. Major upgrades to components within Bellerophon's "Supercomputing Tier" have enabled real-time data analysis of CHIMERA results and authenticated two-way communication and file transfer over HTTP. These enhancements listen for new CHIMERA data, immediately execute data analysis routines upon new data events, and then transmit the results of this analysis to the Bellerophon web server. Upon arrival, these results are instantly rendered by utilizing VisIt and Grace as background services and the metadata associated with the results is logged in a MySQL database. In addition, all UI components in Bellerophon's "Visualization Set Explorer" software tool are now updated in real-time and display the latest visualization artifacts and metadata as they become available. The entire process from the moment CHIMERA data is initially written to disk to accessing customized renderings of data analysis results in the client application takes only a few seconds. The real-time data analysis components of Bellerophon's "Supercomputing Tier" have been installed on Titan and Darter as well as Edison, Hopper, and Carver at NERSC. The system has greatly impacted CHIMERA's results and facilitated several publications including a recent publication by Mezzacappa et. al. Eric Lingerfelt presented this work and its associated paper in June at the International Conference on Computational Science in Cairns, Australia.
Please click [HERE] to access the associated publication. Please click [HERE] to access the faciliated publication.
News
'SWEET SPOT' FOR SALTY WATER -ORNL-RPI simulations point to new material's potential in water purification
Bobby Sumpter
CSMD researcher and Group Leader Bobby Sumpter is part of a collaboration team from ORNL and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute exploring the purification potential of a hybrid material called graphene oxide frameworks. A material that has potential application to water purification.
By using computational modeling researchers have a new insight into the properties of this membrane. The resulting technology could help speed up inefficient desalination processes in use today.
Read the complete article [HERE].
ORNL Joined the Eclipse Foundation
Jay Jay Billings ORNL joined the Eclipse Foundation, which manages both an open source community and the development of the popular Eclipse Integrated Development Environment. The effort to join the Foundation was led by Jay Jay Billings of the Computer Science Research group to address several pressing issues for the NEAMS Integrated Computational Environment (NiCE).
Please click [HERE] to read more.
Acta Numerica Article Published
Max Gunzburger, Clayton Webster and Guannan Zhang
Together with Max Gunzburger, Florida State University, Clayton Webster and Guannan Zhang published a review article ("Stochastic finite element methods for partial differential equations with random input data") in the premiere applied mathematics book series ACTA Numerica, Cambridge University Press, Volume 23, pp. 521-650, 2014.
Acta Numerica is the top-cited mathematics journal for the last two years in MathSciNet. It was established in 1992 to publish widely accessible summaries of recent advances in the field. Its annual volume of review articles (5-8) is by "invitation-only" and includes survey papers by leading researchers in numerical analysis and scientific computing. The papers present overviews of recent advances and provide state-of-the-art techniques and analysis. Covering the breadth of numerical analysis, articles are written in a style accessible to researchers at all levels and can serve as advanced teaching aids. Broad subject areas for inclusion are computational methods in linear algebra, optimization, ordinary and partial differential equations, approximation theory, stochastic analysis and nonlinear dynamical systems, as well as the application of computational techniques in science and engineering and the mathematical theory underlying numerical methods.
Software
A Global View Programming Abstraction for Transitioning MPI Codes to PGAS Languages
Tiffany M. Mintz
The multicore generation of scientific high performance computing has provided a platform for the realization of Exascale computing, and has also underscored the need for new paradigms in coding parallel applications. The current standard for writing parallel applications requires programmers to use languages designed for sequential execution. These languages have abstractions that only allow programmers to operate on the process centric local view of data. To provide suitable languages for parallel execution, many research efforts have designed languages based on the Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) programming model. Chapel is one of the more recent languages to be developed using this model. Chapel supports multithreaded execution with high-level abstractions for parallelism. With Chapel in mind, we have
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This image shows Bellerophon's Visualization Set Explorer loaded with an animation of radial velocity data from a
CHIMERA 2D simulation.
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developed a set of directives that serve as intermediate expressions for transitioning scientific applications from languages designed for sequential execution to PGAS languages like Chapel that are being developed with parallelism in mind.
Integrated Build System of the SHARP Software Suite
Andrew Bennett and Jay Jay Billings
A new user-oriented workflow for the Simulation-based High-efficiency Advanced Reactor Prototyping Software Suite (SHARP) has been designed with the aim of adding ease of access and streamlined usability to the codebase. These goals are being accomplished in several ways. First, the construction of a comprehensive build system based on standard tools will allow users to effortlessly begin using SHARP. Second, the addition of extensions that work directly with SHARP allows users to take the functionality further and use SHARP in more demanding situations with little or no increase in pre-and post-processing time. Third, the construction of standard methods for adding functionality to SHARP will benefit the overall development of SHARP by making the existing code easier to work with, and changes will have more predictable impacts on the existing framework.
XDD version 7.0.0 rc26, a tool for Wide-Area Data Movement Tool
Brad Settlemyer XDD is a toolkit for describing data access patterns for file systems and networks. XDD has traditionally been employed for two primary uses: • Benchmarking file systems and disk subsystems, and • Moving data efficiently over a wide-area network.
Both of these capabilities are available from within the xdd binary and library. XDD provides extensive tuning options, including NUMA, direct I/O, striping, and advanced storage access ordering options. These detailed options are exposed in the base XDD toolkit, and provided in a set of easier to use data transfer tools, including xddcp and xddmcp.
New in this release: • XDDMCP is included as a replacement for XDDCP. XDDMCP supports 3rd-party transfers, multiple sources used for a single file transfers, and a recursive file transfer mode that handles symbolic links. XDDMCP also has the capability to interact with block devices directly • Better restart/resume functionality is included for multi-source recursive transfers
Valgrind Patched for OLCF Systems
Tomislav Janjusic
Tomislav Janjusic submitted a patch to the Valgrind community that addresses instrumentation issues when running cray-mpich MPI applications.
Cray-mpich uses hugepage memory allocation which caused Valgrind to crash on some OLCF systems (Titan, possibly Chester) due to an incorrectly forwarded mmap() system call. This patch has resolved the bug and has been submitted for acceptance.
For more information about this patch, please go [HERE].
This work was supported by OLCF funding. 
Awards and Recognition
Kate Evans' Work Recognized by Alma Mater
This visualization of water vapor from a climate simulation was developed by the research group of Kate Evans using the Community Climate System Model, version 3. Monitoring water vapor enables climate scientists to improve their understanding of regional water cycles within a global context.--Image created by Jamison Daniel
Please go to [HERE] to read the entire article. David A. Dillow, Galen M. Shipman, Feiyi Wang, Sarp Oral, Junghee Lee, AND Youngjae Kim A team of researchers at ORNL invent a novel architecture for high performance non-volatile storage systems.
Patent Issued for "Coordinated Garbage Collection for RAID Array of Solid State Disks"
Non-volatile solid-state storage technologies such as Flash storage are increasingly used to accelerate I/O intensive workloads across a broad spectrum of domains from scientific computing to cloud computing and traditional enterprise IT. These storage technologies hold the promise of significantly improving the performance of a variety of workloads be they hadoop workloads, massive scale simulation outputs, to enterprise database workloads. While these technologies hold significant promise to accelerate these workloads, many solid-state storage technologies can suffer from significant performance degradation due to internal management tasks within the solid-state device. These internal management tasks, most notably garbage collection tasks used to reclaim free storage space after, can reduce performance by as much as 70 percent. While these internal management tasks occur infrequently on any one device, as organizations deploy multiple solid-state storage devices in common storage configurations such as RAID, the probability of performance degradation increases dramatically.
To alleviate this, the ORNL team developed a novel architecture to coordinate these internal storage management tasks across a large pool of storage devices. This architecture significantly reduces the probability of productive I/O operations becoming degraded by these internal management tasks. For further information please refer to the full patent (patent number 8,713,268 B2) and the paper [HERE]. Computer Science Research Group Leader David Bernholdt gave a plenary talk titled "Some Assembly Required? Thoughts on Programming at Extreme Scale" which covered a broad range of issues in programming future systems, including programming models and languages, resilience, and the engineering of scientific software.
CSMD's Nagiza Samatova Wins Award
Scientific Data Group Leader Scott Klasky gave a talk titled "Extreme Scale I/O using the Adaptable I/O System (ADIOS)" in the "Programming Models, Libraries, and Tools" track, which introduced ADIOS to the audience of Oil&Gas industry by describing the problems of data driven science and the approach taken by ADIOS to extreme scale data processing.
Finally, David Pugmire, a member of the Scientific Data Group gave a talk titled" Visualization of Very Large Scientific Data" in the "Systems Infrastructure, Facilities, and Vizualization" track which addressed the challenges of current and future HPC systems for large scale visualization and analysis.
Suzy Tichenor, Director of Industrial Partnerships for the Computing and Computational Sciences Directorate also participated in the workshop.
Software Expo
Jay Jay Billings and Dasha Gorin CSMD held the first ORNL Software Expo this past May. The expo was considered a great success with 59 researchers (from 24 organizations) presenting posters covering 68 projects/software. The expo was well attended with over 175 visitors in during the three hour time block. CSMD was the most represented division with CSED a close second. The objective of the project is to demonstrate a novel, low-cost processing technique to produce Fe-6.5Si steel sheet for electric vehicle motor applications through an integrated computational materials engineering (ICME) approach.
DOE Vehicle Technologies Office Annual Merit Review and Peer Evaluation Meeting
SIGMA Program Government Team Support, CLYC and Other Scintillator Crystal Growth and Networks and Algorithms Development
PI: N. S. Rao, Co-PI: L. Boatner Funding provided by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Please see the Science Highlights section for more information.
Crash Models for Advanced Automotive Batteries
John Turner
The Energy Storage Team in the Computational Engineering and Energy Sciences (CEES) Group has initiated a project funded by the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA), an office of the Department of Transportation, to developed improved models to predict the behavior of Lithium-ion batteries under vehicle accident scenarios. In vehicle crashes, batteries can be crushed, leading to internal electrical shorts. These shorts can lead to the rapid release of large amounts of stored energy and thermal runaway conditions. Ford Motor Company is collaborating with ORNL staff, providing valuable guidance and insight in the initial stages and anticipating early adoption and feedback as simulation capabilities are developed. 
